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An Expanded Master Assistant can give you a modern or

vintage vibe and set the ideal loudness for streaming or CD.

Dive into your mastering session with beautiful, smooth

metering and resizable windows.

Enhanced Track Referencing that talks to Master Assistant

and EQ Match.

The improved module chain lets you use all 16 of Ozone’s

modules at once.

Master Rebalance
Adjust the levels of vocals and other instruments in a 

stereo file, letting you solve balance issues without 

needing the original stems.

Tonal Balance Control
Blur the lines between mixing & mastering with 

smoother metering, resizability, new target curves, 

and communication with iZotope plug-ins like Neutron.

Low End Focus
Quickly change the contrast and definition of your low 

frequencies and get a hard hitting master every time, 

without needing a complex plug-in chain.

Ozone 9 brings the latest advances in audio technology to the 

world of mastering. Now with the new Master Rebalance and Low 

End Focus modules, it’s easier than ever to balance your track and 

make it ready for release. Find the perfect modern or vintage vibe 

with an expanded Master Assistant, or match to your favorite 

reference track with the new Match EQ. Talk to other iZotope 

plug-ins in your session with Tonal Balance Control and blur the 

lines between mixing and mastering.  Work faster with improved 

plug-in performance, smoother metering, and resizable windows. 

Stop wondering if your music is ready for primetime— with Ozone 9, 

the future of mastering is in your hands.



Ozone Elements Ozone 9 Standard Ozone 9 Advanced

$129 USD
$249 USD

$499 USD

COMPARE 
OZONE 9 
FEATURES
AND BENEFITS

Master Rebalance

Tonal Balance Control

Low End Focus

Match EQ

Vintage Master Assistant & Modules

Native Instruments NKS support

Improved Imager

Improved performance

Resizability

“I really enjoy using Ozone for the stereo imaging. 

It's excellent for transforming the space in a song.”

“Every contribution I made for Dr. Dre's 

COMPTON had iZotope's Ozone on it.“

 “Ozone has changed how we

release music forever”

Noah “40” Shebib, Producer
Drake, Beyonce, Lil Wayne, Alicia Keys

Flying Lotus
Artist

Focus…
Producer, Dr. Dre

Eventide Elevate Bundle
MSRP $199

LANDR
(Subscription $48-$299/yr)

FabFilter Mastering Bundle
MSRP $499

The Eventide Elevate Bundle features an 
adaptive multi-band limiter, EQ, and transient 
shaping. Ozone 9 offers over 12 different tools 
including two different limiters and five 
adaptive limiter modes.

FabFilter’s Mastering Bundle includes the
Pro Q dynamic EQ and the Pro L mastering 
limiter. Ozone 9 goes even further, with 
source separation for instruments along
with processing designed for low end.

LANDR is a subscription service that offers 
automatic, AI-powered mastering. Ozone 9’s 
AI Master Assistant lets you choose your vibe 
or master to a reference, and then add or 
change anything after hearing the end result!


